
PRO
Bring The Race Track Home

HOW’S IT PACKAGED?
PRO SIM COACHES 160MM CHASSIS • P1-2 PRO HYDRAULIC
STANDARD PEDALS • (3) 32" GAMING MONITORS • SIMUCUBE 2
PRO • 4 PUCK REAL FEEL HAPTIC VIBRATION • SPARCO OR OMP
RACING SEAT • CUBE CONTROLS GT SPORT WHEEL WITH PADDLE
SHIFTERS • STAGE 2 GAMING PC WITH INTEGRATED PC MOUNT •
RAZER LEVIATHAN GAMING SPEAKER • LOGITECH K400 PLUS
KEYBOARD • PROFESSIONAL WIRE TUCK AND INSTALLATION 

Ever wondered what it's like to have the racetrack
right in your living room? That's the magic of our
PRO Turn-Key Simulator.

From the moment you strap in, it's a transformative
experience. The haptic vibration doesn't just mimic
the track—it brings it to life. You'll feel every nuance,
from the bumps to the rumble strips, making it more
than just a game. It's your personal training ground.

And the best part? Every time you race on our
simulator, you're not just having fun; you're learning.
You get to test your limits, explore different
strategies, and refine your skills. So, when you step
onto a real track, you bring all that practice with you.

For those of us who live and breathe racing, the PRO
Turn-Key Simulator isn't just another gadget—it's the
bridge between dream and reality. Dive in and feel
the difference.

Triple Monitors

MSRP: $27,761
INCLUDES TRAINING +

INSTALLATION
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Real Hydraulic Pedals
Our focus is on realism and making product feel like the
real thing. After all, if your simulator just feels like  a
video game, are you really on a simulator?

Designed using real race car parts, these are the
pinnacle of sim racing pedals. 

With a brake pedal equipped with a 1600PSI pressure
sensor, you’re sure to be able to match any cars pedal
box feel.

Clutch pedal can be added. Inverted style also available.

Direct Drive Wheelbase

The Simucube 2 Pro wheelbase is the best of it’s class. It
offers extreme amounts of detail in your steering wheel
giving you ultimate control. 

Simucube 2 Pro delivers true 1:1 feedback right to the
drivers hands.

Feel like you’re in the cockpit of a real car with 25NM of
force from this direct drive base.
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Ultra-Rigid 160MM PRO Chassis
Proper feel on a simulator starts with the chassis.
Without a proper chassis setup you’ll experience flex.

Our 160MM chassis is incredibly stout and engineered to
ensure no flex on the unit. Even with the Hulk sitting in
the seat. 

Triple Gaming Monitors
Catch every detail, even those in your peripheral vision!
With our triple monitor setup you have gaming screens
fully wrapped around your head. 

The benefit is being able to see drivers along side you
when you’re racing hard. 

We’ve mounted them to our billet monitor mounts that
allow you to open and close the screens on the swing
arm. A truly unique design that allows the screens to be
close to the driver.
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True Racing Steering Wheel
There’s no question Cube Controls make very high
quality steering wheels. With multiple buttons and
encoders on the face of this wheel you can set up every
detail like: Pit Speed Limiter, Visor Tear Offs, Headlight
Flashing, Brake Bias, Adjust Traction Control and more!

Has paddle shifters allowing drivers to shift without
taking their hands off the wheel!

PRO Haptic Vibration
This haptic kit simulates the 4 corners of a car. You can
feel every bump on the track along with every curb.
These PRO haptic vibration rumblers are part of a
custom kit we made here at Sim Coaches. 

Paired with 2 (2) channel amps that have the ability to
output 300W each, these are sure to create quite a
rumble under you. 

Weighing 5 pounds each, they’re the secret to creating
vibration that feels just like the track.
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Real Racing Seats

Choosing the correct seat for your simulator is
incredibly important. If you cheap out or choose the
incorrect seat for your application you will get lower
back pain.

That’s why we partnered with Sparco and OMP to put
only the highest quality seats, with technology meant to
keep you comfortable. 

These seats are so comfortable, you can sleep in it!

Multiple Seat Choices Available

Stage 2 Gaming PC

The computer is the heart of the entire unit. We’ve teamed
up with CORSAIR to bring you incredibly high end PC’s that
have an outrageous warranty. These are spec’d to our
specifications but built in Corsair’s factory.

Current Specs of our Stage 2 Gaming PC’s: MSI PRO Z790-A
MAX WiFi, 64GB Corsair Vengeance DDR5 6000 MT/s RAM,
iCUE H100i ELITE LCD Display AIO Water Cooler, 6X Corsair
LL iCUE RGB Controlled Cooling Fans, NVIDIA 4070ti SUPER
16GB GPU, Windows 11, Corsair MP600 CORE 1TB Storage
*For Operating System, 1TB Samsung OPC Storage *For
Other Files, Corsair RM1000X PLUS GOLD Power Supply

SIM COACHES LIFETIME WARRANTY INCLUDED ON PC
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Popular Upgrades

Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are
available to match exactly what you like. 

Shifter Upgrades:
MME SEQUENTIAL/H-PATTERN (ALL IN ONE) + $899
If you’re looking for a shifter that is a Sequential and an H-
pattern in one unit, the MME is a great choice. It has
realistic engagement and gives confidence you’re in gear. At
the price, it’s best in it’s class as other shifters around this
price are only one or the other. 7 Speed + Reverse Lockout
along with Sequential Up and Down. 

SIMWORX SUPERCAR SEQUENTIAL SHIFTER + $1,197
This sequential shifter is the best sequential only on the
market. Although it’s pricey, it’s a 1:1 model of the
sequential shifters in Australia’s V8 Supercar Series. 

SimWorx is a company based out of Australia that focuses
on making realistic products found on real race cars. The
engagement into gear is unlike any other sequential on the
market. This is a top choice for drivers that race sequential
only because it feels just like a real sequential gearbox. 
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Popular Upgrades

Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are
available to match exactly what you like. 

Shifter Upgrades:
BDH SEQUENTIAL/H-PATTERN (ALL IN ONE) + $1,297
BDH creates one of the best feeling all in one shifters on the
market. Based out of United Kingdom, this small team
builds only one product. Their all in one bazooka shifter.
This is V2 of their product design that includes both shifting
styles, H-Pattern and Sequential. Very good, highly rated
shifter.

Handbrake Upgrade:
SIM COACHES P1 PRO HYDRAULIC HANDBRAKE + $750 MSRP 

Looking to do a bit of drifting or rally racing? If so, a
handbrake is a MUST. Sim Coaches P1 Pro Handbrake is the
top of the line handbrake on the market. Covered by our
Lifetime Warranty this handbrake will be the last you
purchase. Being hydraulic, there isn’t another handbrake on
the market that touches how this one feels. This is the only
true hydraulic handbrake offered on the market. 

(15% discount when purchased on a turn key build)

$675 When Purchased On Turn Key
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Popular Upgrades

Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are
available to match exactly what you like. 

Steering Wheel Upgrades:
GSI HYPER P1 FORMULA WHEEL + $2,160
This is easily the most high end formula wheel on the
market. With 12 RGB backlit buttons, 5 RGB backlit
encoders, 72 mappable inputs, an LCD screen and 20 LEDs
for shifting + ABS, it’s hard to beat it. This wheel is meant for
the drivers looking for the ultimate formula experience. 

We fully calibrate this wheel to ensure proper usage. 

GSI FORMULA PRO ELITE + $1,397

The GSI Formula Pro Elite is a toned down version of their
Hyper P1. This wheel is 300mm in diameter making it a
competitive size for GT/Formula car racing. Includes 12 RGB
backlit buttons, 2 funky switches, 5 encoders and 2 thumb
rotaries. This is a great wheel at a great price. 

GSI X-29 GT/FORMULA WHEEL + $797
This is GSI’s entry level wheel. But don’t let that scare you,
this is a very powerful wheel. It’s equiped with 10 RGB
backlit buttons, 2 seven way funky switches and 3 encoders.
This wheel does not include any LED’s or an LCD screen.
Perfect for drivers that don’t need a display. 
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Popular Upgrades

Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are
available to match exactly what you like. 

Steering Wheel Upgrades:
GSI GT32MAX GT RACING WHEEL + $1,789
This round wheel is the only full round wheel in the GSI
lineup. With 8 RGB buttons, 5 encoders, 3 seven way funky
switches, an LCD screen and LEDs, this wheel is stacked. 

This wheel requires Simucube 2 PRO or above to properly
operate because of how much weight it has behind it. Will fit
Pro turn key simulators and above.

VPG V-RSPG PRO + $2,397  
The VPG V-RSPG PRO is one of the highest end wheels on
the market. Modeled after the COSWORTH Race Car Wheel,  
this carbon fiber option is top of the line. With 10 RGB
backlit buttons, 4 encoders, 4 thumb rotaries and 2 funky
switches, this is a top choice for GT Car Racers.

VPG V-PGT Porsche Replica Wheel + $1,970 
The VPG V-PGT Porsche Replica Wheel is one of the best
replicas you’ll find on the market. With it’s light weight feel,
you’re sure to feel every bit of information from your wheel.
Center emblem can be changed to the Porsche Emblem to
completely replicate Porsche.
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Popular Upgrades

Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are
available to match exactly what you like. 

Motion Upgrades:
SCORPION S CORNER ACTUATORS + $8,950 
There are many options for motion on the market, but non
of them are quite like the Scorpion S offering. These
actuators have up to 6 inches of travel. This allows you to
find tune the travel to meet your specific needs. This gives
you 3 inches of motion up and 3 inches of motion down.
Plenty for any type of driving whether it’s off-road, rally,
drifting, GT racing, Formula racing or NASCAR. 

DBOX CORNER ACTUATORS + $9,770
Dbox is a big player in the motion space. With their offering,
you’re limited to only 1.5 inches of travel. (.75" up and .75"
down) although Dbox is one of the largest motion offerings
on the market, there are better options for the price. 

FULL MOTION PLATFORM (8 Degrees of Freedom) + $17,790

If you’re looking for top of the line, not holding back then
you’ve found it. This motion kit is a full 8 degree of freedom
kit. It includes, Traction loss front, traction loss rear, 4
corner actuators, surge, as well as seat belt tensioning. This
is the ONLY 8 DOF offering in the United States. Highest
residential motion kit offered. 
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FLIGHT SIMULATION UPGRADES
Make your racing simulator unique to your driving. Multiple upgrades are

available to match exactly what you like. 

FLIGHT SIM OPTIONS:

This is a complete add on kit for fighter pilot simulation.
You’ll have a throttle quadrant, rudder pedals, and the
fighter joystick. We also add a 4th monitor to the top to give
you more field of view when flying. Fly through the skies
and dog fight with your friends or other pilots online. This
kit stays on your simulator making it a 2-in-1. Compatible
with helicopter add-on.  *4th monitor not pictured.

Are you looking to fly through the skies like a helicopter
pilot? This upgrade is for you. Comes with the rotor control,
rudder pedals and center mounted joystick to control the
helicopter. We add a 4th monitor on the top to give you
more field of view while you’re flying. *4th monitor not
pictured.

SAVE MONEY WHEN YOU COMBINE THIS ADD ON WITH
FIGHTER PILOT ADD ON. (-$1,100)
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FIGHTER PILOT SIMULATION ADD-ON + $4,820

HELICOPTER CONTROL PILOT SIMULATION ADD-ON + $4,135
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Warranty Info

Sim Coaches provides a lifetime warranty on "Sim Coaches" branded
products on the simulator. This includes: Sim Racing Pedals, Computer,
Handbrake, Chassis, Monitor Mounts. 

Products not manufactured by Sim Coaches follow the standard
manufacturing warranty PLUS 1 Extended Year through Sim Coaches. (Most
products included 2 year warranty through manufacture + 1 extra year
through Sim Coaches) 

IMPORTANT: Sim Coaches warranty does not protect intentional damage and
Sim Coaches reserves the right to deny any warranty claim that it believes is
due to improper handling. 

We provide our drivers with the best warranty they can find on the market.
Join the ranks of drivers racing with Sim Coaches. Learn more about Sim
Coaches warranty at: https://simcoaches.com/pages/lifetime-warranty

https://simcoaches.com/pages/lifetime-warranty
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Want To Order Your Racing Simulator?
Congratulations! 

You’re ready to order your racing simulator. 

Reach out to Lawrence at Lawrence@SimCoaches.com and we’ll begin the
building process with you.

What’s Needed?

In order for us to build your simulator, we require 60% down to build it. Then
we cover the remaining 40% balance prior to shipping. 

After you put in your deposit a preliminary delivery date will be scheduled
with you. 

Current Lead Time: 4-6 Weeks (Can RUSH for a fee if needed)
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